
Dialogue with my Angel N°9                                The 15th of September 2011 

The choice of freedom 

I have just spent two weeks in a “world” that I had totally forgotten. I felt like in another 
dimension… Well yes, 15 days in Belgium immersed in the folk, accordions, violins, bagpipes, 
flutes’ universe and obviously beer and french fries… I had forgotten that all of this existed ! I 
found myself again in a very down to earth universe.

As a volunteer, I had participated in the huge construction site of a Folk festival. During my stay I 
observed a lot of enthusiasm and good mood.

The next day, back in my home, I was knocked-out ! Incapable of moving, I had to stay laid down 
for two days. I had aches everywhere, my eyes burnt with the feeling of being ripped from inside. 
During my very long naps, I had many dreams. I saw strange things always rocked by the sound of 
the accordions, violins, breton bagpipes and other bagpipes.

It is only by writing now that I become aware of some parts in my dreams where I saw war scenes, 
rapes, hand-to-hand battles etc, and always accompanied by the accordion’s music.
It is Thursday evening 9:30pm, I install myself at my keyboard and my Angel arrives. I had a 
question to ask him, but he gives me the answer even before I can express it to him.

He tells me :

- Where are you in pain ?
- You should have better asked me where I am not in pain !

- Observe your pain, what do you feel ?
- I am in pain in all of the rib cage, I can not manage to inhale at the maximum. My sternum is 
aching, under the floating ribs, and again this discomfort in my right arm.

- You have requested a lot of your muscles during these two weeks, but are you hurt inside of your 
muscles ?
- But no, now that you say it to me, I do not have any pain inside my muscles, I do not have sore 
muscles like I used to have before after huge physical efforts.

- What is happening has not really got anything to do with physical tiredness, even though your 
week’s work contributes to it a bit.
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Remember ! The passage, of what you name the dark star, makes reappear difficult memories linked 
to humanity's collective on its current temporal line. The war actions and all of the horrors 
committed by certain warrior groups are part of it. The accordion’s music has awakened memories 
in your unconscious. 
Therefore many amongst you, have accepted to participate in this liberation work of suffering 
memories. It is therefore genuinely natural that this goes back up to your consciousness from now 
on. Furthermore with the dark stars’ arrival, these huge memories awaken painful senses in your 
physical bodies. Often, they reveal themselves through dreams in order for you to be able to 
conscientise their reality. Therefore do not get overly worried about it, and respect your body’s 
request for sleep. 

The neutrinos’ action - these particles which vibrate at least to the speed of light - act on your 
cellular memories, by speed outdistancing the structures/carbonated memories from the past, which 
somewhat disrupts your metabolism in your present.

The pains that you can sense, are linked to extremely important modifications of your DNA, until 
into your physical form and your body composition. Therefore it is better not to abuse of french 
fries for the moment, nor to fall in the other extremes through a fast or whatever diet. Your body 
must not be subdued to any restriction, which would risk influencing your psyche and your 
emotional mind, but it must not either suffer from excess.

- I was a bit suspecting that the cosmic change’s influence would make itself feel in my cells, but I 
did not suspect to which extent !
- This does not only happen in your cells, but your planet Earth also expresses so to speak its 
vibratory changes at the physical level. The Earth spreads itself, breathes and somewhat gains 
weight for it modifies its density. Its internal structure is in full “atomic” mutation, the magma 
dilates itself towards its surface and the elements, the rain’s water and the thunderstorms’ winds, 
participate in a radical reconfiguration of its terrestrial coat. According to the places where you are, 
you can already hear its singing corresponding to the vibration of its terrestrial coat adjusting itself 
again. Soon your textbooks will not recognise the Earth’s new geography.

- How can I prepare myself for the coming events ?
- Of which events are you talking about ?

- Of the three transition days planned for the end of September !
- These three days are only symbolic and there is no specific preparation to undertake, only to know 
that it is exclusively about an interior process aiming to find balance and interior peace again, by 
welcoming the new vibratory frequencies that come to you. This equilibrium produces a stable 
resonance’s frequency which is the only guarantor of an integral and independant transition.

I therefore invite you to be conscious and aware of your interior state of being, in the exchanges that 
you establish with the exterior, as well as with everything which is going on in your relationships. 
Your old ties, beliefs and a certain number of other things, are simply going to disappear, to vanish 
themselves.

Therefore cultivate this state of vibratory resonance, this return to yourself, do not be attached 
anymore to who or whatever it is, and accept the change that is offered to you. New things will 
progressively appear to guide you towards your future sovereignty. However obviously, you do 
have the freedom of accepting or refusing, to move forward or to stagnate.
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However, these changes are nevertheless imposed to you by the very cycles of this solar system. It 
will soon not be possible for you to hesitate. You will all have the possibility of meeting your Angel 
in your privacy. Once this meeting will have been realised, you will have to accept without any 
conditions the changes whatever they are, even if they seem difficult, impossible, arduous to agree 
with for you. 
Therefore go confidently in the total acceptance of a new future.

New perspectives will open themselves for each one of you, this is what you will be able to 
perceive like a change of temporal line. This new temporal line is the New Earth’s one. 
The New Earth is the answer to the impetus of this wave of universal energy. Its influence will be 
different according to the people and the regions. It will be lived at its time in the interior of each 
one of you, like a run-up to go towards liberation for the ones who accept it, or on the contrary for 
the others, to stay in the illusion of the 3rd density.

This choice will depend on the life’s path of each human being. It is therefore not yours to intervene 
for your fellow being, even if he is part of your own family.

- You had told me that the New Earth already existed in 5th density, so why are these jolts making 
themselves stronger and stronger, and why are they sensed until our physical bodies ?
- These particles of light enter all living tissues, all matter, all the elements. Therefore your body, 
like the Earth’s one, naturally suffers from deep changes linked to their penetration. And these 
changes prepare you so to speak to jump off a temporal line, to penetrate in another space-time 
process.

I remind you also that it is your brain that decomposes the “cyclic time” in linear time. Therefore 
your perception of time is an illusion proper to your 3rd density world. The New Earth already 
exists in 5th density as it corresponds to a new perception in your future, driven by your vibratory 
change. And it is precisely this perception that corresponds to this new temporal line that you will 
open through your work.

It must simply be known that you/all of you already exist on another temporal line, and it is 
precisely from this temporal line that comes from the message that you are writing.

- So, if I understand correctly you could describe to me how the New Earth’s looks like ?
- Indeed, but I could only give you a glimpse, knowing that this vision is part of your own future, 
that you only will create and co-create with your soul family.
Therefore I will only describe you how the New Earth’s beings are, but I will still not be able to 
describe to you the landscapes or the life in general, as this new world is still under its embryonic 
form and precisely depends on your creation as a soul family.

- Ok ! Well, I understand, therefore thank you for transmitting what already exists !
- Your New Earth, gathers together free beings, free of thinking, free of creating by the only power 
of the divine will. You will become beings that have faith, this faculty of believing in its Superior 
Self and not in a supreme being that decides about humanity’s fate, according to his moods and 
whims.

You will learn how to become beings that will be capable of totally controlling their thoughts in 
order to create an ideal society, based on sharing and mutual assistance. You will be builders 
responsible for their own destiny, beings that will have made the choice to be attentive to the 
messages that nature sends to them, and who decide about an action, always with the planet’s 
harmony and equilibrium. 
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Beings united in consciousness of their strength, as men and women, as a collective, as a couple, as 
a family.

Beings, masters of the intuitive knowledge, a new form of consciousness exempted of any 
coercions, freed of any egotistic desire. 
You will be beings freed from your emotional mind. You will have forgotten anger, jealousy, 
rancour, fear…, irrational emotions that unbalance the spirit.

- Well… this exactly corresponds to my craziest dreams !
- It is exactly what I read in the deepest of yourself, this to what you aspire and that you have never 
found again in your current incarnation. This is what is inscribed in your “Neo-Terrestrial” 
memories, and that comes from this other temporal line which is the New Earth’s one.
Therefore to end and to cut all the gossip off conveyed by your media, expect for some joy on this 
new earth of 4th density, only joy, because you will have made the sincere choice and you will have 
deserved it.

The Earth adjusts itself again, this will create panic and chaos for all of those who thought to 
control nature's forces. However be reassured, Gaïa is aware of all the souls that have worked from 
the bottom of their heart, to the New Earth’s birth.

Therefore faith ! Faith in yourselves, in your guidance, in who you are. 
You are the New World’s creators. The divine plan of evolution accomplishes itself.

I am you, you are me, back to unity !

Transmitted by Jenaël
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